Abstract. Our work focuses on distributed software services and their requirements in terms of system performance and dependability. We target the problem of finding optimal deployment mappings involving multiple services, i.e. mapping service components in the software architecture to the underlying platforms for best possible execution. We capture important non-functional requirements of distributed services, regarding performance and dependability. These models are then used to construct appropriate cost functions that will guide our heuristic optimization method to provide better deployment mappings for service components. This paper mainly focuses on dependability. In particular, a logic enabling replication management and deployment for increased dependability is presented. To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, we model a scenario with 15 services each with different redundancy levels deployed over a 10-node network. We show by simulation how the deployment logic proposed is capable to satisfy replica deployment requirements.
Introduction
Distributed applications and services are increasingly being hosted by infrastructure providers over virtualized architectures, enabling on-demand resource scaling, such as in the Amazon EC2 platform [1] . An important concern in such platforms is the problem of finding optimal deployment mappings involving multiple services spread across multiple sites. During service execution a plethora of parameters influence the optimal deployment mapping, and more so in a distributed environment where concurrent services influence each other as well. Furthermore, some applications have non-functional requirements related to dependability, such as fault tolerance and high availability. Upholding such requirements demands replication protocols to ensure consistency, but also adds additional complexity to the optimization problem. Ideally, the deployment mappings should minimize the resource consumption, yet provide enough resources to satisfy the dependability requirements of services.
This paper presents a novel modeling and optimization methodology for deployment of replicated service components. We model services in a platform independent manner using the SPACE [3] methodology. As previously shown by Fernandez-
Replica services in SPACE
To account for dependability requirements while deploying replicated service components, collaboration-oriented models can be used. To this end, the SPACE [3] methodology provides a modeling technique for automated engineering of distributed applications. In contrast to other UML-based methods, it enables the composition of system descriptions from collaboration-oriented sub-models that does not specify the behavior of a single physical component, but rather describes the sub-functionality encompassing various system entities. Such sub-models are typically easier to reuse than componentoriented building blocks, since different systems in a particular domain often have similar sub-functions, which can be coupled in various ways. Each sub-function can then easily be specified as a collaborative building block once, and thus the creation of a new system can be reduced to the design of a new combination of these pre-defined blocks. In SPACE, the topology of a system is modeled with UML collaborations, while behavior is described using UML activities. SPACE is accompanied by the Arctis [7] tool, which enables composition of models, various model checker-based correctness proofs and automated transformation to executable Java code.
In this paper, only UML collaborations are used. Fig. 1 depicts a simple example model. It describes the pair-wise replication of data between the physical components R 1 to R 4 . The updating function is modeled by four collaboration uses called update, each specifying the alignment of data between the two linked components. Although SPACE offers specification of multiple instances of a collaboration [8] , for clarity only four instances of update are used here. SPACE models can be embellished with additional non-functional requirements that can be exploited by our deployment logic, i.e., the execution costs assigned to components or costs that are specific to each collaboration between replicas. Within a given service specification, some (or all) of the service components might require replication to improve their dependability. We propose to model and specify component replication using the same methodology applied for designing the services themselves. In other words, we specify a set of replicas related to a specific component separately, i.e. as a collaboration of replicas of a single component.
To test our deployment logic, we assume an active replication approach, where each replica of the service performs according to the client requests. Thus, replicas have the same execution cost. Each replica is also assigned a communication (collaboration) cost to account for the cost of ensuring consistency (state updates) between replicas. The example scenario illustrated in Fig. 1 is used as a basis for the simulations presented in Sec. 5.
Replica Deployment using the Cross Entropy Ant System
To find suitable replica placements a collection of ant-like agents, denoted ants, search iteratively for the best solution according to a cost function, restricted by the problem constraints. To find a solution ants are guided using the analogy of pheromones, which are proportional to the quality of the solution. CEAS uses the Cross Entropy method for stochastic optimization introduced by Rubinstein [12] , and has demonstrated its capabilities and relevance through a variety of studies of different path management strategies. For an intuitive explanation and introduction to CEAS, see [5] . Table 1 gives the notation for sets and variables used throughout our description. In this paper, we apply CEAS to obtain the best mapping of a set of replicas onto a set of nodes, M : C → N. The pheromone values used by the ants, denoted τ mn,r , correspond to a set of replicas, m mapped to node n at iteration r. Ants use a random proportional rule for selecting the individual mappings.
The pheromone values τ mn,r in (1) are updated continuously by the ants as follows:
where I(x) = 1 if x is true, 0 otherwise. See [5] for further details. A parameter γ r denoted the temperature, controls the update of the pheromone values and is chosen to minimize the performance function
which is applied to all r samples.
To enable a distributed optimization process the cost of a mapping, F (M r ) is calculated immediately after each sample i.e., when all replicas are mapped, and an autoregressive performance function, h r (γ r ) is applied, Eq. 4.
where β ∈ 0, 1 is a memory factor weighting (geometrically) the output of the performance function. This mechanism smooths variations in the cost function, hence rapid changes in the deployment mapping and undesirable fluctuations can be avoided. The temperature, γ r is determined by minimizing it subject to h(γ) ≥ ρ, thus
where ρ is a parameter (denoted search focus) close to 0 (typically 0.05 or less). Eq. (5) is a transcendental function that is storage and processing intensive since all observations up to the current sample, i.e., the entire mapping cost history F (M r ), ∀r should be stored, and weights for all observations would have to be recalculated, thus putting an impractical burden on the on-line operation of the logic. Accordingly, we assume that, given a β close to 1, changes in γ r are typically small from one iteration to the next, enabling a first order Taylor expansion of (5), and a second order Taylor expansion of (2), see [5] for more details. More importantly, we are able to obtain an optimal deployment mapping with high confidence, since CEAS can be considered as a subclass of Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithms [13] , which have been proven to be able to find the optimum at least once with probability close to one. Once the optimum has been found, convergence is secured in a finite number of iterations. r ← 0 {Number of iterations} 3:
γr ← 0 {Temperature} 4: while r < R {Stopping criteria} 5:
antAlgo(r, γr) {Emit new ant} 6: r ← r + 1
We now present the steps executed by the deployment logic to obtain a mapping of replicas. Behavior of the logic is separated into Algorithm 1, which describes the simple functionality of a Nest, i.e. basic additional intelligence in one of the nodes, and Algorithm 2, which describes the behavior of the ants that are subsequently emitted from the Nest. The role of a Nest can be played by an arbitrary node. The steps are executed independently by ants of each species, where a species is directly involved in the deployment of a specific service. Each ant initiated from the nest node of a species is assigned a set of replicas, C; in this case the replica instances to deploy. The ant then starts a random-walk in the network, selecting the next hop at random. Behavior at a node depends on if the ant is an explorer or a normal ant. Normal ants select a subset of C for mapping to the current node according to the pheromone database and store this selection in the mapping list, M r . An explorer ant, however does the selection without using the pheromone values in a completely random manner.
Algorithm 2 Ant code for deployment mapping of component replicas
Hr ← ∅ {Hop-list; insertion-ordered set} 3:
Mr ← ∅ {Deployment mapping set} 4:
Dr ← ∅ {Set of utilized domains} 5:
N Lr ← ∅ {Set of load samples}
while C = ∅ {More replicas to deploy} 9:
n ← selectN extN ode() {Select first node} 10:
if explorer ant 11:
mn,r ← random(⊆ C) {Explorer ant; randomly select a set of replicas} 12:
mn,r ← rndP rop(⊆ C) {Normal ant; select replicas according to Eq.
(1)} 14:
if {mn,r} = ∅, n ∈ d k {At least one replica mapped to this domain} 15:
Mr ← Mr ∪ {mn,r} {Update the ant's deployment mapping set} 17:
C ← C − {mn,r} {Update the set of replicas to be deployed} 18:
if r mod 10 = 0 {Only every 10th ant modifies allocations} 19:
foreach ci ∈ mn,r 20:
n.reallocP rocLoad(S k , sumpp) {(re-)allocate processing power needed by S k } 22:
nln,r ← n.getEstP rocLoad() {Get the estimated processing load at node n} 23:
N Lr ← N Lr ∪ {nln,r} {Add to the list of samples}
24:
cost ← F (Mr, Dr, N Lr) {Parameters depending on the cost function} 25:
γr ← updateT emp(cost) {Given cost, recalculate temperature according to Eq. (5)} 26:
foreach n ∈ Hr.reverse() {Backtrack along the hop-list} 27:
n.updateP heromone(mn,r, γr) {Update pheromone value at n, Eq. (2)} 28:
N est k .setT emperature(γr) {Update γr at N est k } 29: function selectN extN ode() {SELECT UNIQUE RANDOM NODE} 30:
R ← N − currentN ode {Set of candidate nodes for ant traversal} 31:
n ← random(R) {Select candidate node at random} 32:
Hr ← Hr ∪ {n} {Add node to the hop-list} 33: return n The benefits of applying explorer ants are twofold, first they initially explore the solution space and second, they are used for faster discovery of changes in the network during optimization. In both cases, explorers do not use the pheromone tables, instead they build up an initial database. Besides, they are used to detect alternative solutions while the system undergoes short-or long-term changes. The amount of explorer vs. normal ants is a configurable ratio parameter to the logic. Initial exploration is essentially a random sampling of the problem space and the number of iterations depends on the problem size. However, the end of this phase can be detected by monitoring the pheromone database size. Optimizing the deployment mappings based on the available cost functions should be performed using a distributed method, avoiding a centralized structure. To do so, each node provides a processing power reservation mechanism. Ant species use this mechanism to indicate their resource usage in every node they utilize for their replicas. Processing power reservation can be updated by a given percentage of ants, which is again a parameter to the logic, i.e., only a certain fraction (e.g. 10%) of iterations result in re-allocation at the nodes, see Lines 18 − 21 in Algorithm 2. Outdated allocations get invalidated in the nodes to preserve consistency. In addition, the allocation mechanism can serve as a means of interaction between the species. Thus, the current sum of allocations in a node can be sampled providing a general overview for the ants. These load-level samples are denoted N L r . The decreased ratio of reservations by the ants (e.g. only 10% of them) contributes to obtaining a smoother series of N L r samples. The actual implementation of sampling is left to the middleware.
The forward search phase of an ant is over when all component replicas are mapped and the resulting mapping is stored in M r . The algorithm proceeds with evaluating the resulting mapping using the appropriate cost function F i (). After evaluating the cost of the mapping, the ant backtracks to its nest using the hop-list, H r . During backtracking, pheromone values distributed across the network of nodes are updated according to Eq. (2). After the ant finds its way back to the nest node or times out a new ant can be initiated and emitted. The same behavior can be used for all ants, even though they are of different species.
The main purpose of the pheromone database is its usage in Algorithm 2, Line 13. In every iteration, an ant will form |N r | discrete subsets of C as it visits n ⊆ N r nodes. In order to be able to describe replica mappings to nodes, values of the pheromone database have to be aligned with replica sets. Accordingly, the pheromone database is built by assigning a flag to every replica available for deployment in a service, ∀c i ∈ C, with the exception of replicas that are bound to specific nodes explicitly by requirements and thus, they cannot be moved.
The pheromone database will contain 2 |C| elements, equal to the number of possible combinations for a set c i at a node, which is specific for each service. This determines a physical requirement for the execution platform that supports our logic, namely to be able to accommodate 2 |C| floating point numbers for each of the services in every node. If the pheromone database in a node is normalized between {0 . . . 1} it can be observed as a probability distribution of replica sets mapped to that node. In a converged state the optimal solution(s) will emerge with probability one.
Construction of the Cost Function
When applying the optimization method presented in Sec. 3 it is essential to formulate a proper cost function aimed at guiding the optimization process towards an appropriate solution. An appropriate solution is a solution to the deployment mapping problem satisfying the system requirements, F req derived from the service specification, while accounting for the costs of the mapping, F i (). Trying to find a global optimal solution does not make much sense in the systems considered here, as the solution would most likely be suboptimal by the time, the optimal mapping could be applied. However, the algorithm can continue optimization even after a feasible mapping is found, that can trigger (re-)deployment of replicas. By optimal mapping we mean mappings with the lowest possible cost, while for a feasible mapping F i () < F req is enough. Note that the formulation of the deployment problem below is independent of the methods we apply to obtain a solution.
min
In each iteration of our deployment logic, the cost function is evaluated for every suggested mapping, m n,r , (cf. Algorithm 2, Line 24). Properties of this function impact the quality of the solutions obtained as well as the convergence time, or in other words, the number of iterations required to reach a stable solution. In order to develop a logic that can aid replica deployment and increase dependability by influencing the mapping of software architecture the cost function has to be carefully selected. However, what is the proper function to use depends on the requirements and goals of the service. Here, we target efficient placement of component replicas in an active replication scheme aimed at improving the dependability. We define the mapping functions f k and g k,d as follows.
We then define two distinct rules that the deployment logic targets. The first one states that replicas shall be distributed across as many domains as possible for increased dependability, i.e. two replicas of the same service shall not be placed in the same domain preferably, or if there are more replicas than domains available there shall be at least one replica in all domains (φ 1 ).
Rule 1
Whereas the other rule declares that two replicas of the same service should not be co-located on the same node (φ 2 ).
Deployment mappings of component replicas can be evaluated by the deployment cost function F i (). Accordingly, we formulate the replica deployment problem as the task of minimizing
The problem of producing deployment mappings that conform to the rules introduced above is approached step-wise by introducing different types of cost functions. We start by considering φ 1 only and use information collected by the ant species during forward search by counting the number of domains that have been used to map replicas at an iteration, this variable will be denoted D r . Using D r we will experiment with a reciprocal (6) and a linear function (7) too. The latter case uses the number of replicas, |C|, a constant derived from the service model and thus known to each species.
Similarly, we include φ 2 into the cost function by a reciprocal and a linear function and combine it with (6) and (7) as follows.
In (8)- (11) we utilize a variable, N r , which denotes the number of nodes that have been used by a specific species for deploying replicas at iteration r, this is also reported by each ant during the forward search phase. We evaluate all four possible combinations of the reciprocal and linear functions targeting φ 1 and φ 2 . The last combination of cost functions, in (12), is a combination of the simple reciprocal function in (6) targeting φ 1 combined with a more complex function used successfully in service component deployment [14] .
F lb uses two parameters that are updated in every iteration, the replica mapping set M r and the load-level samples taken in the nodes visited by the ant (n j ∈ H r ), denoted N L r . This function accounts for the execution and communication costs derived from the service specification as introduced in Sec. 2. Correspondingly, the function consists of two main parts, node (N C) and collaboration related costs (LC).
where x is a parameter used to balance the effect of the LC term, as needed. The component LC is strictly local to each species and incorporates the collaboration costs
Thus, the term LC will take into account communication costs (f kj ) assigned to those collaborations that happen between different nodes only, in other words aiming at minimizing remote communication.
Costs related to execution of replicas, i.e., node local costs are incorporated into the first term in (13) . Node local costs aim at achieving load-balancing among the nodes hosting replicas. Importantly, in this term only the subset of nodes an ant has actually visited (H r ) is taken into account, not the total amount of nodes. The term that is calculated individually for each of the nodes in H r is shown in (15) .
The term N C counteracts the other term in (13) , LC, which puts weight on replica mappings that have as much as possible of the collaborations within the same node(s). N C has an effect of distributing replicas, thus equalizing execution load among the available nodes to the highest extent possible. This way two counteracting requirement types are tackled in the same function. The exponent y in (15) can shift the focus towards load-balancing against minimization of remote communication in collaborations.
In the experiments in this paper we use x = 10 −5 and y = 2, which are adjusted to the cost values derived from the models, e.g. see the example service in Fig. 1 .
Using F lb we are able to smoothen the output of the cost evaluation executed for each iteration of the deployment logic. Its purpose is to ease convergence of the logic by making the solution space more fine grained, i.e. simplifying differentiation between very similar deployment mappings with nearly the same cost value.
The next section presents simulation results evaluating all the cost functions presented here using an example setup.
Simulation Results
To evaluate our approach and the proposed cost functions, we developed a test scenario. The scenario consists of a network of 10 identical nodes clustered into 5 domains (cf. Fig. 2 ). The 5 domains have 3, 2, 1, 1, 3 nodes. Using this network of nodes, each ant species executing Algorithm 2 is assigned a replica service for deployment. A set of 15 actively replicated services with redundancy levels shown in Table 2 is used for the evaluation. Table 2 . Service instances in the example Service S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15 #replicas 4 6 4 4 4 5 5 6 6 6 6 7 8 9 10 For example, see S1 in Fig. 1 . Each replica within a service has identical execution cost, and all replicas have the same cost in all services. Similarly, the same is true for the communication costs, i.e. f ci = 20, ∀i and f kj = 1, ∀j. For the evaluation scenario with S 1 . . . S 15 , the deployment logic (Algorithm 2) is executed 50 times using the cost functions discussed in Sec. 4 and we compare their behavior. The deployment logic was described by a process-oriented simulation model implemented in Simula/DEMOS [15] .
For the problem at hand, deploying replicas of each service yield N C k mapping combinations; deploying all 15 services simultaneously would account for an exhaustive search of N P C k = 10 90 possible configurations. For the evaluation, the execution of Algorithm 2 was limited to r max = 30000 iterations (significantly smaller than exhaustive search), unless convergence is obtained earlier. All 15 species, one for each service, were executed simultaneously. This is in accordance with our goal to find an appropriate solution within reasonable time, even though it may not be the optimal mapping. After each run, the obtained deployment mapping was checked against φ 1 and φ 2 . Results for selected functions are presented in Table 3 . Table 3 . Replication rules satisfied, 50 trials each Cost function φ1 φ2 Comments F1(Dr) 88% n/a all due to no convergence F5(Dr, Nr, C) 100% 96% all due to no convergence F7(Dr, Mr, N Lr) 100% 98% all converged
In case of F 1 (D r ), which is based on observing the number of domains (D r ) utilized for deployment mapping of replicas, φ 2 (cf. Sec. 4) is not checked because the cost function does not consider this rule. From the 50 independent runs we see that in some cases φ 1 is not satisfied; some of the 15 services fail to utilize as many domains as they could. That is due to the limited number of iterations we allowed for the species to achieve convergence and because this cost function is very simple, i.e. lacking a more smooth, more fine grained evaluation of the deployment mappings for the ant species.
In the second branch of cost functions, Eq. (8)- (11), we apply two very simple functions together to take into account φ 1 and φ 2 at the same time. The experiments show that the combination of two functions of the same kind, i.e. two linear or two reciprocal functions, gives inferior results to applying a combination of one reciprocal and a linear. This might be caused by smoother cost output in case of the latter, which results in better convergence and better solution quality, i.e. a deployment mapping that satisfies the requirements with a higher probability. Nevertheless, there were 2 violations of φ 2 within the 50 runs, that means that one replica was co-located with another in one of the services. This is possible for services that have a high number of replicas, e.g. 9 or 10, which easily occupy 5 domains, thus obtain the lowest cost possible considering the first part of the cost function resulting in a mapping that violates φ 2 after convergence. These services, with these simple cost functions are able to decrease their mapping costs only marginally by spreading their replicas further among the available hosts, which results in sub-optimal solutions, thus violations of φ 1 or φ 2 . Now, if we look at the last combination of functions in Table 3 , we can see how our load-balancing function performed with the extension of taking into account the number of domains utilized (D r ). From the 50 independent runs the deployment logic converged to a stable solution in all of the cases. φ 1 was successfully taken into account by the first reciprocal term and resulted in no violations. In one case however, one of the services failed to satisfy φ 2 , i.e. a replica was co-located with another one. After a closer look we can see that this involved service S 15 comprising 10 replicas. The reason for this violation is that the load-balancing function, F lb (M r , N L r ), has enforced a deployment mapping, which was better for global load-balancing in this particular case by taking into account this global goal to a greater extent and thus, violating the rule prohibiting co-location of replicas. However, as in S 15 the number of replicas is equal to the number of available nodes there is not much space left for the logic to place replicas so that load-balancing is also achieved, which is the main goal for this part of the cost function. Clearly, applying the cost function we propose implies taking a broader view on the deployment problem. The tradeoff might be that under certain circumstances the mapping of replicas might violate one of the rules formulated, but the gain is that we can obtain a globally better and more effective mapping, still using a fully distributed logic and doing so faster, i.e. within reasonable time. To get a picture of how replicas are mapped to the underlying nodes clustered into domains one of the possible mappings is depicted in Fig. 3 , in which each slice of the pie diagram corresponds to a specific service S k ⊂ S. As in this optimal mapping there is no co-location of replicas, a slice being shaded means that there is a single replica placed on the particular node. It is easy to notice that the two domains consisting of a single node (d 3 , d 4 ) are heavily packed with replicas due to the fact that there are many services, which can exploit 5 domains or more. This makes overall load-balancing among the available nodes more difficult.
Furthermore, to illustrate the behavior and convergence of our logic, in Fig. 4 we look at the cost output of some species that guides the mapping of replicas as a function of number of iterations.
The three services presented have 6 (S 11 ), 8 (S 13 ) and 10 (S 15 ) replicas to deploy. The first 2000 iterations, i.e. the exploration phase is not shown in the figure. After 2000 initial iterations optimization continues and the cost values decrease, thus indicating increasingly improved mapping of replica components. We stop the simulation where the costs do not improve anymore, in this particular case after approximately 10000 additional iterations. By checking φ 1 and φ 2 we can see that the mapping obtained in this run satisfies both. In case where the number of replicas is high, e.g. 10, values do not deteriorate too much from a consensus level between the parallel species (considering N = 10) as φ 1 restricts the solution space. That means that for service S 15 all of the nodes have to host one replica according to the rule. Whereas services with less replicas to deploy have a significantly larger valid solution space, i.e. service S 11 and S 13 find, in some cases, a solution satisfying φ 1 and φ 2 but with a higher overall cost, thus we can see some deviations in the cost output in the figure before obtaining convergence. After consensus is reached among the species the actual deployment of component replicas can be triggered. Practically, when a species detects that the cost values obtained by its ants are stable over a period of time, replicas corresponding to this species can be (re-)deployed. The technical solution as well as the protocol of replica placement/re-deployment is, however, left to the middleware (e.g., DARM). 
Closing Remarks
Our focus has been on a heuristic optimization technique aided by swarm intelligence that can manage deployment of software components, in particular component replicas for increased dependability. To obtain an efficient mapping of replicas we utilize service models specified as UML 2.0 collaborations. These models are enriched with nonfunctional requirements that are used in the cost evaluation of the mappings made by the deployment logic. Importantly, our method is a fully distributed approach, thus it is free of discrepancies most of the existing centralized solutions suffer from, e.g. performance bottlenecks and single points of failure. Instead of having a centralized database we use the analogy of pheromones used by foraging ants as a distributed database across the network of hosts. This database can be quite compact as all the intelligence is carried along by the ant-like agents.
We have showed that, using CEAS for optimization and SPACE for modeling, the deployment logic is capable of handling various non-functional requirements present in service specifications. Extending on our previous work, in this paper focus has been on how the logic can deal with basic dependability requirements concerning replication management. Eventually, our goal is to aid run-time (re-)deployment and replication of software components while considering the execution environment and satisfying the requirements of the service.
For future work we plan to introduce new types of species corresponding to user demands towards the services being deployed. However, this will introduce new challenges as it will increase the dimensions of the deployment problem significantly. More fine grained cost modeling, e.g. passive replication, with costs dependent on replica attributes will be part of future investigations. This will also involve more extensive simulations with new experimental settings. Larger network sizes will also be investigated together with their impact on convergence and scalability. Another interesting aspect we will experiment with is how splitting/merging of domains influences the output of our logic, besides assessing what level of node churn can be tolerated by our method. Generally, context-aware adaptation is considered one of the main tracks we follow in our future work.
